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Grads Told To
Think, Ideas
Are Still Goals

1958

NO. "

Keep IBM Cards Seen Four Times Recently
In Good Condition Officials Say Harmless
Hold on II,
ar,ls!
Don’t mutilate Omni (this may
h, hard to do with 1111 this foul
weather).
And don’t forget to fill out
everything before you turn them
in.
That’s the warning Oen by
Leslie W. Ross, registrar.
Card 5. which includes a class
schedule, should be gh en to the
department In ohich the student
is majoring. If this is not already done, It will he accepted
with the rest of the cards.
Ross said witl
exceptions
students must turn In cards
numbered and study list cards
at the Morris Dailey Auditorium
swcording to the following schedule, based on last name initials:
A -C-14 am. -noon. Feb. 20. Thum
D -H-1 p.m. -5 p.m. Feb. 20, Thurs
1-M-11 a.m.-noon Feb. 21. Frl.
N -S-1 p.m. 3 p.m. Feb. 21. Fri.
T-ZR p.m. -noon Feb. 24. Mon.
(Recap)
A-ZI p.m. -5 p.m. Feb. 24. Mon.

The campus security division has received four complaints during the past two months against an unidentified young man for in ’decent exposure.
MN Itaitiale100 STRUT
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds John H. Amos said
that the man has been identified as being of medium height: weighing 185 pounds, and having a round face. None of the witnesses has
1
been able to give a better description. The first complaint was made
P
i
4oin December and the last just beLe
1
, fore final exams
"We must stop worrying and
The young exhibitionist has
start thinking!"
been seen peeling in the library
This statement was presented by
twice and in the education wing
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Superintentwice. The man played his I.ady
dent of Public Instruction, as the
(Indio’ role on the stage of the
challenge which faces 1958 SJS
Little Theater one ...ening. On
graduates.
another occasion he disrobed in
Dr. Simpson, speaking at comC=I
the book stacks of the library.
mencement exercises which Were
=
It is not known if the man in
held January 31 in the Spartan
question is a student, but Amos
Gym, told the graduates that they
said that this type of character is
had been trained to think and
usually a drifter.
their primaty responsibility to soA second mystery, involving the
ciety was to think.
.1
loss of more than $1000 from stuIle said, "We moat find time
for the development of some
dents’ belongings in the Men’s
ideas relating to men, morals,
Gym locker room over the past
few months, apparently was clearand the preservation of our deed up during the semester recess.
mocratic society."
SAS CARLOS STREET
MRS. F. D. ROOSEVELT
Amos reported.
He told the class that the world... to speak
wide reaction to Sputnik’s orbiting
On Jan. 29 an Oakland man,
around the Earth is evidence that
John Michael Coughlin, 25, was arideas, rather than weapons, caprested after he was caught pilferDrawn itt4 it will look at the end of the expanthe Indutdrial Arts, Art, Student Atli% dies,
ture the minds of men.
ing a locker in the Men’s Gym.
sion program is the SJS college campus. Proposed
Health. and Faculty Office Buildings. In the
The 445 graduates were then
locations for additional buildings are indicated
A student, Wehin Stroud, surprisgroup of F to .1 are the Engineering Building. Liby alphabetical leters.
told by Pres. Wahlquist in his proBuildings marked A
brary* addition, Music addition, Spee111 Itrld DraRoS11‘ I .111da Reyes, freshman poed Coughlin going through his
through
E
were
funded
in
the
1957
governor’s
ma
ertical
addition,
a
nil
the
proposed(
orporagress report that SJS has never
lice major, has been granted the
clothes in the locker room.
budget, while those from F to J are presently
lion ’Yard.
graduated a class which he felt
$200 a year Mexican -American
Coughlin fled at Stroud’s apbefore the Legislature. In order from A to E are
was less prepared to meet the
- --- scholarship, according to Placeproach. but St rout!, joined by
challenge of its day. Ile said this
Officer Dr. E. W. Clements.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. lec- other students. glioe chase. The
dmenu
is not because their education was
Dr. Clements said the scholar- turer and world traveler. will ad- prowler headed for the San Carless effective than previously or
;hip
hip is renewable for the entire dress the Sunday Evening Com- lon Street entrance to the 10771,
because they did not apply them, college career and is supported munity Forum of San Jose at 7:30 and is his haste to escape
selves, but because of the rapidly
! primarily by the Mexican Chamber p.m. Sunday in the Civic Audi- Mashed his left :inn t hrough
The Veterans Administration
changing situation of the world
of Commerce of San Jose.
the glass doorpanel. As a retorium.
has
announced
a
new
easy
-stage
which
they
will
go.
into
He added that it is unusual for
rv’c,’is i’d S .11‘,.ere
knit .
America’
topic
will
be
"Is
Her
conversion
plan
for
converting
Pres. Withiquiet also reported
the scholarship to be granted durlaceration. .5 few moments latThe
Leadership?"
World
Facing
insurance
to
permaterm
that even with a total of 11,911
inc this semester; it usually is
er. the student captured CoughRadio -TV star Don Sherwood comes to San Jose State March given in the spring for the follow- lecture is free to Forum Members
nent plans. The phut is available
students which were enrolled at
lin In the gym.
is
admission
non-member
and
to all World War II veterans 6 with a show to be held in the Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m. ing college year.
KIM last semester, the studentHe was taken into custody by
The announcement came yesterday from Gordon Cassacia, chairwho cannot afford to convert
te(wher ratio was reduced front
Miss Reyes is the second student $1.10. Tickets will be available at
the fell amount of their ti-ms man of the Social Affairs Committee. He said that the contract attending SJS on the Mexican. the Civic Auditorium Box Office police after receiving emergency
22 students to one professor to
policies at one time. A veteran has been signed, the auditorium reserved, and that committee mem- American Scholarship. Ernestine and the Student Affairs Business treatment at the College Health
approximately 17 to 1.
Service office. Ccnighlin was movOffice today and tomorrow.
He said 121 frill -time and 39 can convert as little as $1000 at bers are working on final details.
Cadena is the other.
County Hospital.
The format will be similar to
part-time faculty joined the staff one time for a period covering
Since the death of her husband, ed to
He apparently hadn’t had enSherwood’s Saturday night show
Mrs. Roosevelt has maintained
this year and another 30 will he 10 years.
exercise tor the evening.
with guest stars Julie Mason,’ Ken
many Of her interests. In 1945 she ough
hired for next. year.
Flowing treatment at
Card, and the Howard Fredric Orwas appointed by President Tru- however
the hospital he attempted to eschestra among others appearing.
man to the U.S. delegation to the
cape. As two policemen were esTickets go on sale Monday in
U.N. General Assembly. She was
corting him to a police car parked
the Student Affairs office.
also elected chairman of the ComCoughlin broke away and
Meeting a requirement of the
mission on Human Rights of UN- nearby.
ran. When he failed to stop depersonnel deans, the contract carESCO.
spite their warnings, one of the
ries a statement that "this show
Mrs. Roosevelt acted as head of officers fired at him. The bullet
will be of the type that will be
State
the
U.S.
of
the delegation
hit Coughlin in the left thigh and
of credit to the college."
Department to the inauguration of severed an artery. He then was
In regard to the brewing conthe newly elected president of returned to the hospital for surA conference of the Bay Section, California Music Educators troversy over professictnal enterChile in October 1952.
gery.
Assn., will be held in Concert Hall Saturday, Feb. 15, according to tainers appearing here. Cassacia
Since her resignation as Ameriits president, Dr. W. Gibson Walters, associate professor of music. said this: "Sherwood will be the
can delegate to the United NaThe SJS Symphonic Band, directed by Robert Hare, associate test. With the success of his show
tions in January, 1953, Mrs. Rooprofessor of music, will play selections demonstrating newest methods the way will be open for other
sevelt has been affiliated with the
in the field of instrumental music. Harold Johnson, associate profes- top entertainers to come here in
American Association for the Unitsection.
will
the
music,
co-chairman
sor of
the future." He hinted that the
ed Nations as a volunteer worker.
Dr Karl Ernst. director of muholdup so far has been the high
Mrs. Roosevelt is currently writsic for San Francisco public nia counties are expected to at- price of such entertainment.
ing for McCall’s Magazine. She
Summer camp posit ions are open
schools and formerly fine arts tend the conference, which will
The Social Affairs Committee
has written books for children and for Interested students, says Richchairman at SJS, will be chairman open at 9:30 a.m. with Or, Wal- and the personnel deans are conhooks about her world travels.
ard J. Hartesveldt, associate proof a section entitled "Scheduling ters presiding. Among those who sidering a "concert series" in
Mrs. Roosevelt has received nu- fessor of biology. Hartesseldt, who
the High School Music Program," will be introduced will be Roy which several stars and groups
merous awards and honors. She is is a counselor for the summer jobs.
which will discuss the topic of Freeburg. president of the West- would appear throughout the
an honorary member of Phi Beta says the jobs are mostly on the
Conference.
The
San
ern
Music
emphasis
what effect the present
school year.
Kappa and holds honorary degrees northern California coast.
on science and mathematics will Jose Junior Symphony Orchestra,
The committee is ennsidering
, from several colleges
"It is wonderful experience for
have on music instruction in pub- directed by Robert Hare, will pre- Les Baxter and his hand for
persons interested in teaching, and
Here’s San Francisco radio-TV
sent two selections before the con- the Spring Formal this semester.
lic schools.
who like the outdoors," MertesOn the committee with Cassacia star Don Sherwood who’ll apBetween 350 and 400 music ed- ference breaks up into special sesveldt states.
are Janet Whitney. JoAnn Barat- pear
The positions will Include workMarch 6 in the Morris
ucators from 12 northern Califor- sions.
ta, Jan McMahon, Larry Clendening on park crews, forest crews
en, Jan Corte and Bonnie Curley. Dailey Auditorium. With songand other similar jobs.
ster Julie Mason, the Howard
"I advise any students who are
Fredric Orchestra, and others
interested in these jobs to talk to
rushers
In
all
The Inter -Fraternity and Pan- i lion meetings for
he will present a show* similar to
me as soon as possible," Harteshellenic rushing programs begin Morris Dailey Auditorium.
(From the wires of United Press)
veult says. Ills office is in Scihis Saturday night program.
tomorrow. Feb, 15, with orientsThe meeting for fraternity rush- ence ’205.
Final plans for a Jordan -Iraq federation, U.S. denunciation of
ces is scheduled for ; A.m. SorerSoviet "lies," encouraging developments from Explorer I and a New
Wanted: news of pinnings, enI ity taishees will meet at 11 a.m.
HAMDEN, Corns., IUPI
York plan to end school violence highlight today’s news.
gagements, weddings and Greek
S t42111191122331
Following the orientation meet- Thomas Bacon considers the
*
and independents’ activities.
i ing, ft eternities will hold open money spent for her dog’s license
The rulers of Jordan and Iraq met yesterday to put some final
Again this semester, The Sparhouses starting at 10 a.m. until a good investment. Her lost twotouches to a plan to unite their kingdoms into some form of loosely- tan Daily is planning to feature
1:43 p.m. on Saturday and Sun- year-old son was returned home
two society pages per week. Monknit federation.
day. Lunch will be sem ed by the by someone who traced him
devoted
page
to
day’s
will
be
"Dan
Baghdad
from
the
to
withdraw
King Feisal of Iraq has agreed
houses from 12 to 1243 Attend- through the pet’s license tag.
Pact next year if the proposed federation is working smoothly by Cupid," and anyone who has reance at every house during the
cently
become
pinned,
engaged,
or
then, according to an informed source.
nia fno sr haul!
open houses
anecesordisi nmandatory
Jordan’s King Hussein, has been demanding that Feisal withdraw married is requested to bring such
re-VOSS:4S.
from the pact as a precondition to the federation between the two news to The Spartan Daily Office,
ler. DV rush chairman.
J107. by 9:30 a.m. Friday.
count ries.
The first fraternity rushing
Fraternity, sorority and indefunctions will he held Tuesday.
pendents’
news
will
appear
in
Washington accused the Soviet Union today of "lies" and "outFeb. IS and Wednesday, Feb. Ie.
Thursday’s paper, and it should be
rageous allegations" in charging that the United States inspired last
Following the open houses, fraturned
in
to
The
Spartan
Daily
soSaturday’s French bombing of the Tunisian village of Sakiet Sidi
telltales will hold a series of rush
ciety editor by 9:30 a.m., WednesFour
Youssef. White’s statement was prompted by the Soviet communist
functions beginning Tuesday, Feb.
day. However, due to rushing rules
thousand
party newspaper Prevda’s charge that U.S. planes and bombs were
..;
IS.
them will be no fraternity or sothree hundred
used by the French on American instructions.
rority news printed in the paper
Panhellenic will hold 411 inrnr.
and twenty hours
In if Senate speech yesterday Senator Mike Mansfield ID.-Mont.1 until Feb. 28.
mai rush period beginning Sunday,’
is I long time:
supported a proposal to station United Nations emergency patrols on
Feb. 24. when some of the houses
but we’ll wait
the Tunisian and Moroccan borders of Algeria.
will hold open holm, The invite- I
that long for
lions will lie issued personally to
your money.
New members of the SJS facAmerica’s Explorer I satellite is moving successfully in sneee at
somrithe
individual
rushers
by
ulty were introduced yesterday
Be beautiful now,
approximately "room temperature," the latest monitored information
ties,
take 6 months to
afternoon at a general faculty
from the baby moon revealed yesterday.
Any girls interested In rushmeeting in the Concert Hall of the
Pay!
Research Engineer Phyllis W Buwalda disclosed the mom temper. Music Building.
Ing are invitedto the orienta;Burr informatioa, indicating that future human space travelers could
tion
according
Mary
ling,
The meeting, held regularly at
(
hertnerle
ash’s, assistant to the dean of the College. explains
Dr.
exist where (hit Explorer is presently in orbit.
Lou Friszell, Panhellenic rush
the "Sched-ts-graph" to Lotihe Chen,. The graph. designed hi Dr.
the start of each semester, is to
Catins, shows at a theme which rooms are mailable for lecture
chairman,
Dr. Henry E. Richter Jr research supervisor at Cal Tech’s ground welcome new faculty members and
and lab. It idscc tells which instructional facilities such as audioreceiving station, said that plans were "well advanced" for launching introdoce them to the -present
Firct of Sarrtcr(-4(ted--- The rush period will end Fri.
visual aids, blaekboards. and desks are Mailable. The graph hangs
(Continued on Page 3)
staff.
day, Feb. 28,
In Dean Harciernad’s office.
I
ze

11

a

I

G.I. Term Policies
Easy To Convert

I ill

Sherwood and Frien
Coming Here Ma r

SJS ,Girl
Wins $200 Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt
To Address Forum
In Civic Auditorium

CMEA To Play Host
To Area Conference

Camping Positions
Open to Students

world wire

Hours Announced
For Society News

Greeks to Launch
New Rush Season

Teachers Wok omid

1

R4’01, 1564411

,SPARTAN

Scribe Harried
ByModern Advertising

Friday February 14, 1913B

wins

LITTLE MANoNCAMPUS itleta ’Rushed

Daily Comment

op with as face crawling with
By JIM NOBLE
bacteria because I hadn’t
skin
Ever jump out of bed at the last
Idleboy.
minute and rush to get to class on used
MN morning coffee tasted hortime? I guess everyone has. I did
Reason: I drank MJ1,3 beIt this morning, but somehow I rible.
cause the can has 2 to 8 measures

Editorial

Mathis, Mobs and Money
Johnny Mathis wont be allowed to make his
handshaking appearance at SJS, but the decision
banning him and other entertainers sponsored by
organizations paradoxically increases our chances
of getting popular entertainerswho will entertain.
Mathis was "dinged- by the Personnel deans,
who decided last semester to forbid professional
performers from being sponsored by Greek or
other groups.
The reasons for the move, as put forth by Dr.
Elizabeth Greenleaf, associate dean of students, are
not these of an academaniac. She doesn’t oppose
entertainers.
She does feel that if one organWho
ization is allowed to sponsor a star,
Got the other green -faced groups will start a
mad scramble for prestige that can
Star?
only lead to a time -wasting parade
of often fruitless attempts to get an Elvis or a Tab.
Even when houses or clubs are able to snag a
luminary, there’s the problem of police protection of limb and property involved when even well-intentioned mobs form before the sponsoring house.
There’s anothei catch: performers aren’t usually
willing to display their wares gratis, as most groups’
budgets dictate, and free appearances usually are

marked by big smiles, record plugs, hand -waving
and little else.
In place of this helter-skelter arrangement.
Dean Greenleaf suggests a series of pop concerts
sponsored by the Social Affa;rs Committee, a
branch of student government.
We second the motion.
Such a planned program of performances, held
in the Music Building’s Concert Hall, Morris Dailey
Auditorium or other such spot, and
would
probably
admission,
Paying charging
provide SJS students with good enthe
tertainers who will entertainand
Piper
without the prestige-seeking competition and confusion that would come if any group
could get into the act.
This plan of centralized booking has worked well
at other big schools, and the chances are that it
will work here. (Constant reference is made to the
Gateway Singers’ flop last year. but this group
didn’t have much drawing power in the first place.)
The SAC already has scheduled an appearance
by Bad Boy Don Sherwood for next month in Morris
Dailey. If enough Spartans are willing to plunk
down a buck or so to see him, the pop concert
idea may get off the ground.
If notwell, there’s always KOBY.

Friends, Romans, Sweethearts.
Picture some Roman orator standing in the
Forum on Feb. 14, about 2000 years ago with a
gathering of the populace around him. As the
brightly togaed crowd moves in, our eloquent friend
makes the following pronouncement: "friends, Romans and sweethearts, lend me your ears, I have
come to announce the feast of Lupercalia."
With a fluttering of delicate feminine hearts,
the Roman girls drop their gaily-decorated love
cards into a large urn. Marius, Publius, Augustus
and all the boys are there and take their turn at
reaching into the urn to pull out one of the pretty
cards.
Publius runs to the far corner of the Forum and
there under the shade of a Doric column he reads:
Ego +e amo multa magna.
Veneme amo med.
Julia
For +he rest of the year, Publius has the honor
of courting Julia. This may sound like "hearts and
flowers,- but legend has it that that is the way the
Valentine’s Day tradition got started.
Valentine cards no longer have the serious implications they had in the -good old days." Giving
Valentine cards is a big joke now. In centuries past,
the Valentine card has been linked to the romanfic
theme, but a recent turn of events has given rise to

more humor.
Nation-wide polls conducted by leading greeting card manufactures show that the majority of
Americans still prefer the sentimental greeting elegently made up. Although this may be true in most
cases, it does not seem to be the case with college
students, that is if SJS students are any indication
of the typical college taste in Valentine cards.
On display is the latest in gaudy, garish and
grotesque cards, just the kind of thing you’d want
to give to your best ghoul. The card counter, looking like a glowing neon light, is filled with Valentine
greetings splashed with flaming red hearts printed
in bright, florescent color.
Of course cards dedicated to mother and to a
genuine sweetheart are there too, but you have to
look closely to find them. These are the conventional cards covered with laced and featuring lovely

Student Union
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By CATHY FERGUSON
squatting in the midst Id the American seene is the Happiness
l’ulta group of t.o.l-fearing, self righteous, T’anatical Smits Winds
11111,1 eonsunie tidbits of information as knowledge of uorld affairs.

with
Took sons.. pills for the misery
of as cold, and nearly suffered an
intrrnal explosion. Reason: Took
Itafferin and Aspirin together.
resulting in is siolent argunient
.is to Just who was going to get
Into the bloodstream first.

Don’t throw
your money
away when
you rent a
typewriter!

...OARING UP CULTURE
The Happiness Cult sits back on its haunches soaking up claim,.
ala television as the Cult says, -Things are fine the way they are
The Cult ignores the headlines, smiles when asked about Little Rock
shakes its head about the increase in taxes. It grunts and groans when
the topic comes close to loose a few brain cells.

Alt

The coupon below
will enable you
to
Choose your
favorite brand

The main thing in life is to be popular. All the ads soy so.
Which is more importantto try a new ’’glorifying shampoo" or to
try a set of "unglorified ideals"? The former is the least tasking and
the revisits are immediate. It is diiiihtful that the latter will ever
materialize, hilt at least the knouledge that the spark was there its
of some personal satisfaction.
The Happiness Cult cannot understand why anyone should want ,

to squabble with life. They forget dissatisfaction can lead to progress.
To sit on past laurels is to sit on wet cardboard. There is bound to be
a let down,

tract one

children that to be athletic is more important than to be smart. It

Jazzy jingles and sadistic sonnets seem to be still believes that God is on the side of the victor --and we won the
what we of the college set want these days. Could last war, didn’t we?
it be that sweet love has turned sour?
The Happiness Cult is in a rut. The longer it sits there the more
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
entrenched it becomes. The average American believes nothing can
touch him as long as he remains but a cell in a culture. The world outside of his job, his block, his church holds no reality. Unemployment,
corporation graft, investigating committees are but words. Why I
bother himself with dissentation. This is an age when to be relaxed,
t/KLAHONIA CITY, fLIPIThe
parents of 13-year-old David Har- without worry, tension or strain is the ultimate.
rison have good reason to be proud
It is a fine thing to be happy, hut what will happen when the ,
of his achievements as a Boy
final corner of the rug is pulled from beneath his feet? Not even hap-’
Scout.
David, son of Mr. and Mrs. D. piness pills or the TV set will be able to combat the neurosis that will .
Clarke Harrison, is working to- follow
ward the Eagle rank, the highest
mark in scouting. He has earned
L 0 W E L. Mass., (UP)- -A
a total of 11 merit badges.
course in Shakespeare is being ofThe remarkable part of David’s fered to budding engineers at
accomplishments is that he has Lowell Technological Institute this
been deaf since infancy.
semester. This is in line with the
FANRUN, N.I1,1UP)--- A re- increased emphasis being placed on
the importance of cultural backcruiting non -corn for Battery D,
ground for scientists, engineers
744th AAA Gun Battalion of the
and technologists.
New Hampshire National Guard
t
is Sgt. Sargent Sargent.

OWN ANY TYPEWRITER
BUY ON TIME . . .
FREE OF INTEREST
10 TIMES THE FREE SERVICE
TIME
PAY FOR IT ONLY ONCE
EVERY 3 MONTHS

Deaf Boy Honored

Get More
Pay Less

f’avor’
Lit a cigarette, and suddenly felt
very old. Reason: I lit an old unfiltered Camel when I knew very
than youcan live modern ooli

Complacency is the pass word. To be anything but happy. is 1,,
--offer a neurosis. The world is a bowl of cherries, a bed of roses, milk
id honey, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera....

AMERICA IS LAGGING

Student Book Exchange

more, but forgot that only Max well House has that good coffee

-’

Our "let -down" was Sputnik. Then began the shouting. The HapMost’ of the cards on the racks look like they
were designed by Charles Addams with a purpose piness Cult also protested. -Why doesn’t the government do some to drive away a light-hearted lover rather than at- 1 thing? This group forgot its own role in America’s lag. It still teaches

SPONSORS

9:00 - 4:00

l,
71------

rhymed verses.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

February 10 - 19

didn’t make it...
Had to run for the bathroom the
minute I got out of bed. Reason:
I forgot that five New York doetors proved that you can break the
laxative habit.
Brushed my teeth, with the result that the toothbrush went limp.
R.ason: Although I used Colgate’s
to build up an invisible shield
I against tooth decay, I had a whisper of bad breath because I hadn’t
kiscri Ipana.
Washed my face, hat It was iin
unsanitary attempt. Henson: I
used Woodbury for the skin
you’d lose to t ttttt .h. and ended

IN TODAY TO OBTAIN THE DETAILS ON THE
ONLY OFFER OF ITS KIND IN CALIFORNIA

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. SAN FERNANDO (Next door to Calif. Book Store)
CYpress 3-5283

ART SUPPLIES?

SAN JOSE PAINT
NATURALLY!

DAVENPORT, Iowa, (UP
-Elementary school officials here
are separating twins so each may
develop "independently." There
are 65 sets of twins in elementary
schools here. The twins are separated after kindergarten.

Water Colors
Winsor Newton
Grumbeicher
Strathmore Paoers
Red Sepia Brtritins
Plastic Palettes

On Pilafs

The area’s most complete artist supply
center. Just 2 blocks off campus.

Winsor Newtnn
Gaornbacher
Carves Panels
(all sites)
Sketch Box
Easels

Cider & Roslyn

COMPLETE SUPPLIES FOR
THESE ART COURSES:

Spa tan
Estarad as second class matter April
24, 1914, at San Jose, Calif., under tbei
act of March 3, 1579 Mmbrir Clifornal Nwspriper Publishers’ Associatiea.
Published disily by th Associated Sty.
dnts of San Jose State Collin:lc except
Saturday and Sunday, during th college
year with on issue during each fine,
examination period.

Design

Art 12A, B, 140A, B.

Lettering Art
Crafts Art 23B,

EDITOR
Jnr Drennan
BUSINESS MANAGERS
William 6,dman9 and Joanna Hilby

Junior Year

45A, B.

Commercial Art Art

in

46A, B.

Life Drawing Art 55A, B.

New York

Painting Art 1 I4A, B.
Water Color Art I 27A, B.

An unusual one- yot
college program,

to get a better shave!

I 23A, B

Drawing & Composition Art 25A, B
Ceramics Art

use

15

Print Making Art IS IA, B.

Prang Poster Sets
Catalina Poster Stos
IS .30 Illustration
Board
8 Art Student
Pads
113" Ruler
Drawing Boards
Grumbecher Designer s
Colors
Newsprint
Craft Materials
Lettering
Lecirler Paper
Hunts. Pens
Speedball Pens
I-4;qqin s India Ink

Printing Sapplitts
Kern’s Lithograph
Crmons agrid Per, is
WartNns Old Style

Par
Bee

Block Prinfieq Ink;
Cut,ing Tools
Scrapers and Burnishers
Sill Screen Colors

Sea your dean
Of writ
for

PRE -ELECTRIC
SHAVE LOTION

closer ... smoother .
Quicker .
o matter what machine you use. 1.00
SNU LION flew Yois

To,o-te

brother. 08,

Dean r a xr,rtoomy
trislanstow samara
College
Now Yea um lIp
Pl!

ti!

1,

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper Co.
I

DOWNTOWN: 112 S. SECOND

VALLEY FAIR

Predicts
$500 Book Profit

%HI a

New Teachers Join Facu1tyl’APhi0
As Spring Semester Opens
A total of 32 new faculty mem- Hinson I p.t.1
bers joined the staff at the openVVomen’s Physical Ed.:
ing of the spring semester accord- Mary G. Gilbert (pd.).
ing to an announcement yesterday
by President John T. Wahlquist.
The new teachers. 13 of whom are
will began their duties
on Monday.
New members of the (aculty, by
departments are:
Business: Marshall N. Bean, Dr.
Walter L Crafford.
Elementary Education. Dr. C.
Thomas Bosley (pd.), Dr. Jerrold
E. Kemp p.t.), Miss Elsie Jane
Tucker.
Secondary Education: Dr. William T. Padfield (pt.).
Engineering: Emanuel 11. Pearl
(pt.). James F. Riley tp.t.), Jack
D. Todd (pt.), Richard Weeks.
English: Dr. Albert Rosenberg.
History: Dr. N. Ray Gilmore.
Economics and Geography: Turley R. Mines.
Modern Language: Mrs. Ilelen
J. Hobson.
Psychology: Robert R. Hoagbruin (pt.), Dr. Margaret S. Jesseri (pt.), Miss Jo Anne Mason
p.t . 1 Mrs. Celestine Myers I t .
Dr. Ray M. Schumacher, Dr.
Lenore Seltzer, Mrs. Sonia Starrs
(pt.), Dr. Leonard P. Ullmann
Speech and Drama: Philip N
Tilden p.t.).
Biological Science: Dr. Robert
S. Cox Jr. (pt.), Warren C. Freihofer, Miss Nancy C. Hall (ilt.).
Chemistry: Dr. Milks R. Zhivadinovich
Journalism a n d Advertising:
Charles E. Marshall,
Mathematics: Terrance C.
Kelley (pa.).
Men’s Physical Ed.: Arthur F.
Johnson.
Recreation. Miss Marjorie L.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL
The accredited bilingual school
S po nsored by the Universidad
Autonelma e de Guadalajara a ad
members of Stanford University
faculty will offer in Guadalajara,
Mexico, June 30Aug. 9. courses
In art, folklore, geegraphy, history.
language and literature. $225 covers tuition, board and room. Write
Prcf. Juan B. Rael, Box K. Stanford University, Calif.
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Graduation Files
Due February 28

at
’e lle
tor Jelle.
met.andid
..r.,141es
11
graduation ttttt st
fluke gel appointment to file for
candidac) before Erb. 2*, according to the Registrar’s 11(fIce.
*validates mart base cornplated a in.qiir-eninor sheet before the appointment can be
made. Appointments nuty be
nasal.’ in .4tiministration 102.
j -!

Alpha Pie Omega expects an approximate $500 profit from its annual book exchange which rguMed
Feb. 10 in the Student Union and
ends Thursday, acording to Jim
Joy, publicity chairman
Last yea’ a profit of about $450
was made he said. Students may
bring then hooks to the Student
Union front 9 to 4 p.m. where they
will be said for two thirds their
last sale price. A fee of ten cents
is charged for this exchange service. Joy stated.
-We Sr.’ selling more books
this semester than in an pre shirk term, he said. adding that
unclaimed hooks turned into the
lost and found department are
automat kill sold in the book
exchange.
Al the end of each semester the
ASH secretary calls students who
have signed their
dresses in lost books. and ’the
books of those students who cannot be located or who do not col le& their books by a certain date
are sold in the exchange.
Also, Joy added, books that are
not sold in the exchange are kept
by the fraternity if the owners do
not claim them. Deadline for collecting money and unsold books is
Thursday.
The exchange is held every
semester and begins on registration day. Funds raked from
Fred Santana often* service xvith a smile as three lovely coed
the activity have been used on
custitmers, Robs ranger, left; Connie Wellington and Ann Purpus,
tampon for such Items as a MPhi Omega is operating
step up to buy and sell their ho,).’..
Its annual book exchange In the s,hoient I nion.--photo In thief z.
O net, purchased In 1951 for the
Student Union, and the campus.
parking lots originally built in
1955 by APhita
In 1950 APhi0 painted the walls
of the Student Union, and in 1948
barbecue pits and lunch tables
Climaxing an after -game dance tonight in the Women’s Gym oere placed in front of the Wofrom 9 to 12:30, winners of the Joe College -Betty Coed contest will, men’s Gym.
be announced at midnight, according to Connie Evans, chairman ’ Each year the fraternity buys
!concrete urns and benches to
Admission is 35 cents per person. Campus clothes are appropriate :place around campus. APhi0 also
furnishes campus directory signs.
attire, and refreshments will be served.
Another activity of APhi0 memWinners and their sponsors will receive trophies, and winners
bers is to sponsor an annual turalso will receive prizes donated by*
key trot and Easter egg hunt for
count as seven votes.
downtown merchants,
I
Music for the dance will be pro- children of students and faculty.
Candidates’ photos and jars for
Every year APh10 suggests to
money are located in the Outer vided by the College Band, with
President John T, Wahlqukt and
Quad and Library Patio. Votes cost Chet Caldeira conducting.
five cents and the student may
(’0-sponsors of the event are the / the Dean’s Committee Its ideas
vote as many times as he pleases. Freshman and Senior classes. The of Bryn:a to purchase. This semAdmission price to the dance will contest is held to determine the ester, suggestions included the
of a statue on campus.
most typical male and female col- ! placing
Studies of seaside vegetation in- lege
a fountain In front of the Listudents.
dicate that the level of the ocean
brary, metal mosaic on buildhas risen about 12 inches in the
ings symbollying the campus
last 100 years.
and a permanent imidaperiker
set-up for Spartan stadium.
The statue was turned down because someone might paint it, and
the fountain was turned down beEight campus religious groups cause the committee said that it
will unite in prayer at the annual would not fit in well with the
Universal Day of Prayer to be campus atmosphere. cigarettes and
held this Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in trash would he thrown into it,
the college Memorial Chapel.
water would splash over the sides
The special service of worship causing mud, and the campus is
for all students and faculty mem- too crowded for a fountain.
hers is sponsored by the World
The metal mosaic and loud
Student Christian Federation. Sun- speaker have not yet been dinday’s service will be presented by cussed. President Wahlquist and
the SJS Student Christian Coun- committee have suggested as a
cil.
possible project, the placing of
The Rev, George 1. Collins, min- furniture for a sun porch on top
ister to students for the Amen- of the Library. This summer the
can Baptist Convention, will speak roof of the library may he turned
on "Faith and the Contemporary Into a sun deck or lounging area
World."
for students, according to Joy.

House Group OK’s
Knight’s Budget

? ? , 1958Gov. Goodu in .1 1,
I. includ59 proposed state ia.
ing a $13,128,240 capital OU1
request and a $8,476,309 (meridional budget for San JOde Skate Col - ’
kg
was approved yesterday by
It
and Means ,
the Assembly
subcommittee.
According to Executise Dean
Grant Burton, the state budget
currently is being studied by the:
Senate Finance Committee and is
expected to go to the 1Agislature
late this month or early next
month for vote on the final drat,
The operational budget of $S
476, 309, providing a personnel in
Crease of 77. represent s a 14.1 per
cent increase over last year’s $7.
431,515 and a new high for the
college.
The $13.128.240 capital outlay
request is the second largest in
the college’s history, the 1957 building budget setting. an all time
reCOrd.

Library Features
Roosevelt Display Joe College, Betty Coed
T o Be Named Tonight

A display featuring the centennial of former U.S. President
Theodore Roosevelt’s birth is now
being exhibited in the south wing
of the library by Richard J. Hartesveldt, associate professor of biology. and Miss Maude Coleman,
reference services librarian.
The display includes many of
Roosevelt’s books and writings.
Also included in the display are
pictures which were sent to San
Jose State by the Roosevelt Committee in New York which is heading the centennial,
Highlights of the display, according to Hartesveldt, include
some of Roosevelt’s writings.
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"Thru Whose Doors the Smartest
Students on Campus Enter During
Registration Week,"

SJS Meetings
"Children of the A -Bomb", to be
shown Wednesday. S p.m . Morris
Dailey Auditorium
College Religious Council, meeting. election of officers Sunday
morning. 8, Student Y.
Occupational Therapy Depart.

visit our new bank ..
just two blocks from campus

BANK of CALIFORNIA
Corner of Second and San Carlos

USE OUR "THRIFTICHECK" PLAN
FOR LOW COST CHECKING
DRIVE

IN

BANKING

AND

FREE

PARKING

meat, special meeting ,Tuesday,
11:30 a.m., B72. Majors requested
, to be present. Bring lunches and
coffer will be served.
Keveiries *nerd, meeting Monday, 3:3,, p.m., 118.
ski (ma, meeting to discuss
plans for snow trip Tuesday, 7:30
’pm S11:
. Student V, own tonight following the haskethall game.
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(ily fltr Author of "Rally h’ound the Flog, Bop!" arid
"Mot foot Bop with Check.")

A SCHOOL AWAY FROM SCHOOL

Religious Groups
To Pray Together

CaYentia Sack Cc.

Nave a WOW of RINI

Mat %awl

1

ALSO NEW BOOKS

1
and 400 San Jaw
residents in the area south of
Santa Clara and Market streets
will be the %objects of a special
by a group of San Jose
surey
State College students, under a
research contract with the San
Jose Redevelopement Agency.
The survey, scheduled for completion by late spring. is being
directed by Dr. Harold M. kludges.
assistant professor of Sociology at
SJS(’ tither Santa Clara Valley
arms will be covered by similar
student sociological studies of formal organizations and informal
social groups. Included will be the
at
habits, leisure -time acii’,ies, education, religious and
political backgrounds, family life.
prejudices, and participation of the
individuals in these gro

Campus with

1

STILL SOME
USED TEXTBOOKS
LEFT

Survey of Locals
Planned by SJS
Sociology Groups

!

Students majoring in seience. like all other American
students, have at wild yearning for culture, but. alas,
when a student is after 11 degree in engineering or math
or like that, he simply does not have time to take all the
liberal arts courses his heart pines for.
And what is being done about this unhappy mituation?
I’ll tell you what : Enlightened corp. it-at is ins everywhere
are setting up on-the-job liberal artm programs for the
newly employed srienee gradmitecourses dettigned to
broaden his cultural basefor the enlightened corpora lion realizes that the truly cultured employee is the truly
X’alitable employee.
Take, for example, Lambswool Sigafoos.
A week after his graduation, Lanihawool reported to
Mr. Femur, the personnel director of tin enlightened corporation engaged in the manufacture of cotter pins and
wing nuts. "flow do you do?" said Lamhewool. "I’m
Lambswool Sigafoos arid I’ve COMP to work."
"Sit down," maid Mr. Femur, clutekling kindly. "Havel
a Marlboro."
"Thank you," slid Lambswool. "I like Marlboro..
I like their filter and their flavor."
"Me too," said Mr. Femur, blinking humanely. "And I-like their flip-top box. When my lip-top box of MarlItortis
is empty, I use it to keep fish hooks in."
"Know what I do when my Hip-top box of MarlImma
is empty" asked Izimbswool.
"What" said Mr. Femur, sniggering graciously.
"I buy some more Marlboros," said Lambswool.
"A sound idea," said NIr. Femur. vibrating fetehingly.
"But enough chit-eliat. Come along to the campus."
"Campus?" said Lambs% ool, puzzled. "But I’ve come
to work. ’rake me to my drawing board."
"This is an enlightened rims-troth’s’," said Mr. Femur,
yodelling viciously. "First you must get your cultural
law broadened."
Mr. Femur took Lamhewool to the training espial*,
which looked like any other campus. It had ivy-covered
buildings, dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, a
toadium, a deer park, and a moat. Lambswool was given
a roommate, a beanie, and copies of the company hymn
and rouser. and the enlightened corporation proceeded to
fill the gap its Isis culture.

Fakery! Day of Prayer, service or ssorthip Sunday, 4:30 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel. Students and
entry invited.
Wesie) Foundation, valentine
parts tonight at Stanford Wesley
Foundation. Meet at 24 N 5th St.,
6 p.m to make ear pool, lost car
to leave at 6:20 pm.
Wesley Foundation, birthday
prirty Sunday. 7 to 9 p.m. followr:g snack supper at 6 p.m., 24 N
Ii St. Coat of supper 35 cents.
-

Beanery Bulletin
cafeteria.
AO cents
Fail of Sole
30 cents
Tamale Pte.
I ’op:
50 cents
Fried Haddock,
hamburger Steak with Spanish
50 rents
Sauce
Scalloped Potatoes with
50 rent.
Illifft

First he was taught to read, then to print capital let ter.,
then capital and snot II let t ere. Then there was an at tempt
to teach him script. but it was ultimately abandoned.
From these fundamentals, Lambs s isd progressed slowly
but steadily through the more complex dimeiplities. Ile
was diligent, ’and the corporation svas patient, and in the
end they were rewarded, for when Lanibswool finished,
lie could play a clavier, compose at niaslet, parse a sentence,
and identify the birtluttotte for every month of the year.
this lengthy sehooling finally over, Lambswool was
incsigned to an. important executive potation where he
served with immense distinction
Not, Isowm-er, for
long, because one week later he reached retirement age.
Today, *till spry, lie lives it) St. l’a.terst marg. Florida,
where lie supplements Ms pension 111 pitr.ing sentences
for tourists.
t mt. mttint,
Here’s sentence that’s *atilt 10 Parer: Stabierf=teic VIreb
get. Object -41 lot to like in a Marlboro, irhow ntakers bring
VIM IF, i. culti cnn 1111 to, e bout the schoo/ year.

cpaptan Spopt4
4-SPARTAN la ail 1
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WC AC Contest

Hoopsters Meet Gaels
With Third Place at Stake

Friday, February 14, 1958

Anderson Tanks 23
To Lead ’Mural Play

A victory over St. Mary’s Gales in West Coast Athletic Conference
tonight In Spartan Gym would standings.
boost the SJS baskethallers into a
The Gale are 4-2 in the loop,
tie with the Gales for third place with the Spartans on their heels

With ten teams seeing action. figures for the winners with Mcand two teams gaining forfeit Donald canning 14 and Garrison 10.
For the losers, Harvey Corbin
wins, 195irs intramural basketball
season got under way yesterday at scored 12 points and Ivan Scope
, came through with 10 markers.
Spartan Gym.
Action will continue today, and
Art’s Darts, paced by Roger Anderson’s 23 points, drubbed the will cease for the week end. It will
Swishers 57-26. Bill Sturgeon then be resumed on Monday. The
tanked 13 and Ned Griffin 19 for first half of league play is scheErnie lbarra, All-American junior college tackle from City Colthe Darts. while Collins paced the duled to end Feb 28.
lege of San Francisco, heads a list of 23 junior college transfer footSwishers with ten.
ball players who enrolled at San Jose State Tuesday.
Running all over their more
lbarra, 5-10 and 230 pounds, is tabbed by Spartan line coach
Ineperieneed foe, the IR squad
Marty Feldman "a pretty tough kid." Feldman has seen lbarra in acDept.
a
32-16
API.
the
handed
tion on film only.
pasting. Al Peirona uith 14,
San Jose J.C. contributed four players, among them well known
Rick Coni with 12 and Jack S’a*fullback Phil Cordero. Corder, a
!nation with 10 paced the IR
burly driving runner, was twice
Dept., while Fred Walker and
named to the All -Santa Clara ValDave Richards tanked four each
ley Athletic League "dream team"
to lead the Aero squad.
backfield while prepping at FreAfter 19 games, guard Eddie
With Barry StuIts canning 18
mont High of Sunnyvale.
Diaz
leads
the
SJS
scoring
parade
and Randle Poe 17. the JournalAnother San Jose product is
with 274 points and a 14.4 averism Dept. came from behind to
Richard Miley, a fulback who can
age. Closest to Diaz is forward
Jack
51-39.
team.
beat the Oriocci
sprint 100-yards in :9.9.
Gil Egeland who has hit for 244
Brotherton also scored 10 for thel
Promising track prospect scoop(These
average.
and
a
12.8
digits
J squad while Vic Nakamoto hit
Starting Saturday at noon, the ed up by cinder pilot Bud Winter
marks
do
not
include
the
San
18 and Bill Nishimolo 12 for the I
men’s gym will be open to all is Alonzo Williams, hurdler and
Francisco State garnet.
losers.
broad jumper from Valley JC. Wilmen
Forward
Bob
Larson
ASB card holders fur basketmay
surKuester’s Kuties won a narrow
liams claims a best mark of :14.6
ball until 4 p.m., according to Bob in the high hurdles and has leap39-30 victory over the Army RO-! pass a Spartan record if he conTC as Larry Curtis hit for 12 to tinues his assault on the bucket,
Bronzan, director of intramurala ed 23-5 in the broad jump. John
lead the winners. Kuester hit for considering field goal percentRoss from Santa Rosa JC and Dick
Bronzan told the Spartan
9 as did Gary Gurley. Young paced age. Lari.orit has a .500 average,
Wahl from Bakersfield JC will toss
Daily
that
the
only
men’s
good
making
on
70
of
140
tries.
gym
16
points.
team
with
the Army
the discus
will
be
used
for
the
present,
but
The Old Men won a forfeit ’ Only two rebounds behind LarTennis Coach Butch Krikorian
grows,
interest
it
the
women’s
over AMID and the Comets son is lanky Mary Branstrom who
enlisted the aid of Whitney
gym
is
ill
also
be
used.
Any
group
won a similar decision over Con- I has pulled 188 off the backboards.
Reed, eighth ranked amateur
Of Men Ma
reserve the court
Branstrom has the best rebound
klin’s Cagers.
netter in the nation. Reed enfor
one
hour,
but
men
mii
also
In the evening’s final action. percentage as his statistics count
rolled after %ening four ears
fill in if they are not with a
Gamma Phi Beta, a men’s basket- in 18 games while Larson’s were
in the Air Force. He formerly
group.
ball team sponsored by the soror- made in 19. Branstrom has a 10.4
attended Modesto JC and southity, romped over the No-trumps, and Larson a 10.0 average.
Saturday, for one hour starting ern California.
76-33.
Though Don Reid leads in
Football players who enrolled in
at noon, the swimming pool will be
winners.
Tuck Halsey led the
free throw percentage (3 for 6
open for both men and women stu- addition to Ibarra. Corder() and
tanking 17 points. Jerry McDonald and .833) for players with over
MARV BRANSTROM
dents. According to Bronzan. fa- Miley include: John Dakes, tackle,
and Ray Garrison also hit double 20 attempts Egeland has tossed
. .. Spartan Hoopster
cilities will be available in the Valley JC: Robert Ford, guard,
up 5$ with 44 going through the
men’s gym for use by the women. East Los Angeles City College;
mark fur a .758 aserage.
Richard Erler, guard. City College
After Saturday. the pool will
Egeland has the most personal
TACOMA, Wash.. (UP --Den- be open on Saturday’s from 12 of San Francisco; Neil Courtwright, guard, Vallejo JC; Howardl
fouls while Branstrom has the I nis Dunham, unemployed truck Groups may also Poyner. tackle Valley JC; Dave
dubious distinction of being fouled 1 driver from Grants Pass. Ore.. until 4 tana
reserve
the
pool
for
one
hour
HurIburd. halfback, Santa Ana
, out in the most games --3.
1Sunday in Tacoma. Wash., bowled periods.
City College,
,
As a team the Spartans have 655 games, figured to be 100 more
Carl Mitchell, guard, CCSF:
!averaged 63.1 points per game and than the unofficial record. He
The facilities at the gym may be
Fred Gayner, tackle, Menlo JC;
allowed their opponents 60.5. The averaged 13 points and took 35 uXed at no charge to the students.
Richard Voris. 1948 i.;radui-iti., of team has won 11 iincluding the hours. 39 minutes. He tossed a For further intormation, or for Melvin MacArthur, guard, East
San Jose State College who played SFS tiff and lost 9. The club has total weight of 71 dons and walked reservations, students may contact ’ L.A. CC; Tom Wakeman. guard,
center on the Spartan football a 3-3 West Coast Athletic Con- I about 23 miles during the marti- Bob Bronzan in the men’s gym or Menlo .1C; Clifford Adkins. end,
team. Wednesday assumed the ference record.
San Bernatdino JC; Charles Yenthe PE office.
thon.
position of head grid coach at the
ya, quarterback, Cerritos JC;
University of Virginia.
Ken MeNeece, guard, San Jose
JC; Charles Bradford, halfback,
Voris, succeeding Ben S. MarPasadena City College,
tin. will receive a salary "In exRon Watson, end. San Jose JC;
cess of 610,000" a year. His pact
Dan Wasnick, fullback, Long
with the university will run
Beach City College; Claire Applethree sears.
dorn. end. Shasta JC; Jim Wright,
Voris has had previous coaching
tackle. Modesto JC; Emmet Lee.
experience at high school, junior
quarterback, Modesto; and Roger
college. professional and collegiate
The San Jose State judo team Tournament for white and brown Foree BaSO 3; Palo Alto Judo Weiland. quarterback. Glendale
levels. He served as offensive line
will engage 10 former Japanese belt judoists.
Club 1; Caron 1; and San Jose City College.
at
West
Point
under
Army
coach
The tournament’s team reBuddhist I.
nationals, all black -belt judoists.
Coach Earl Blaik.
from Salinas Saturday night in the sults were: Stoekton 10; San
In the individual results, San
Jose State It; Takamoto 5; Care Rae heavyweights Stan Svensen
A native of Los Angeles, Voris Men’s Gym at 8 o’clock.
tie Air Force Base 4; San Franwent to West Point in 1955 after
The line-up for coach Yosh
cisco Judo Club 13; Travis Air
SAN FRANCIS(’( ), UP I Road
performing as line coach for the
Uchida’s judo Want rates 4th
Los Angeles Rams. He earlier was
and ski conditions for Northern1
degree Ken Halal, formerly of
head coach for three years at
California today reported by the
Japan. the highest. He is folHartnell Junior College. While at
California State Automobile Assn.:
lowed by co -captains Mel AugusHighway 40-Chain% required ’
Hart nell, Voris compiled a 21tine and Ben Campbell, both
at Nyack over Donner Summit; I
game victory streak and captured
third degree black -belt judoists.
100 inches of snow at 3800 feet,
the 1951 Little Rose Bowl classic.
RENO. WV.. IUP) -Coach
127 inches at 6900 feet. 152
The rest of the line -lip includes:
Veris, who armed in the Mainches at IMO feet. Ski conrine., during World War II, said Roy Kimura, 2nd degree black- Jimmy Olin as said today he would
ditions are good, weather clear.
belt; Chuck Babcock, 2nd degree take a weakened University 01,1
he uould retain the T -formation
Highway 50 -Chains required at I
black belt; Howie Watanabe, 1st
at Virginia. Hourver, he plan
Nevada boxing squad to SacraKyburz over Echo Summit; 118
I., install a style of play similar degree black belt; Larry Stue- mento Saturday for the Wolf
inches of snow at 7400 feet, 132
I., that enuilo:ied by the pots. floten. 1st degree black belt; Bob Pack’s third outing of the season
inches at 8500 feet. Ski conditions
Including quick pitchouts, trap Fisher, 1st degree brown belt; against Sacramento State College.
are good. Weather clear.
Larry Smith, 1st degree brown
plays and passes.
Olives reported 139-pound Joe
Highway 88 -No chains reVoris expects key weaknesses belt; Al Larson, 1st degree brown Bliss suffered a badly bruised left
quired; 74 inches of snow at 6600
YOSH UCHIDA
of the 1958 Cavalier squad to focus belt; Jim Bake, 1st degree brown hand a week ago in the match
feet, 122 inches at 7600 feet. Ski
. Spartan Judo Mentor
at tackle and ends. He intends to belt; and Stan Svensen. 2nd de- against the University- of Califorconditions are good Weather clear.
concentrate on building up gree b -own heat.
nia.
Yosemite National P a r kLarry Smith finished first and
strength at these positions at the
In its last tournament, Jan. 26,
The Nevada team has split its and
Ilighaitys 140 and 41 -No chains
outset of spring training, which the judo team finished second in schedule to date. losing to San second respectively.
required; 72 inches of snow at
starts Feb 24.
a field of nine in the Junior PAM.; Jose State and edging California.
7300 feet at Badger Pass. Ski
conditions are good. Weather
fair.
Lassen National Park. Highways 36 and 89. -No chains required; 137 Inches of snow at 6500
Coach Hugh alumby’s San Jose feet. Ski conditions are good. WeaState wrestling team competes in ther clear.
dual meets tonight and Saturday
5
NOW! AT 2 THEATRES!
afternoon in Oregon, where the
MAYFAIR
10
Wednesday.
with AS1 Card
Two of the great current
PADRE
TOWNE Spartans traveled
The local grapplers engage
subjects of discussion
Cr 3.3353
I
CY 7-3060
the Univerrilt% of Oregon groanTwo Expert Barbers
Space Travel agd
ers tonight at Eugene, then jour"and God
Juvenile Delinquency.
PARIS, ( UP) --Tim I row," of
ney to College of Southern OreFlat Tops
Created wo male
Glendora, Calif., created a sengon at Ashland tomorrow.
Don’t fail to see ...
Ivy League
San Jose hopes to reverse e set- sation at the world figure skating
Sets
"Destination Moon"
back to the Welifeet suffered last championships yesterday by taking
Crew Cuts
ann JAMES DEAN ,n
.. but She devil Invented
year. The Spnttans have crushed a 17 -point lead over defending
Brigitte aardlet
our specialty
Southern Oregon once this season. champion David .Jenkins of Colo"Rebel Without
rado Springs, Colo.. after the six
38-0.
Cause"
Open 9 7 Mon Sat
The Spartan traveling squad is compulsory figures in the men’s
All in Color
composed of Marvin Rodriguez, 123 singles competition.
,/\
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE SHOWING
Brown trailed Jenkins after the
914 S. FIRST STREET
lbs. ; Don Pere la, 130- I bs. ; George
Mon end Tues. Only. at reg. prices
MINION lf-iics.re
Nevrau- first three figures were completed
Myron
137
-Its
;
Uchida,
"Lady Chafterley’s Lover"
=tit, 147-Ihs.: Donn Mall. 157- before lunch but took the lead with
"April Love"
Iso
Ills.; Ken Spar:nob, 167-ibs Russ 3 magnificent exhibition in the
"Fernander
Camilleri 177-lbs.; and Nick San - final three comitulsory iigures this
-No Down Payment"
The Dressmaker
afternoon.
get, heavyweight.

All-American
Enters State

Diaz Holds Scoring
Mark for Cagers
With 14.4 Average

State Grad Signs
Grid Coach’s Pact
At U. of Virginia

Gym Court, Pool
Open Tomorrow
For Student Use

Bowling Record

SJS Judoists Face
Tough Salinas Team

Road, Ski Reports

Injured Nevada
Faces Hornets

HAIRCUTS

§r ’moo stow

$

- Wrestlers
See Action

Tim Brown Leads
World Ice Skaters

S /A\1'4

BARBER
SHOP

at 3-3. The first time the two 1
(’bibs iiwt SsIS lost, 72-53. Mary
Branstrom, 6’7" center, was injured during the first le.. min- I
utei. of that game.
This time Branstrom is ready
to go. and Coach Walt McPherson has singled him out as one of
the main factors in the team’s success in games of late. He has
scored 47 points in the last four
games.
A factor which may prove of
import is the Spartans’ 71-41 annihilation of San Francisco State
Tuesday night, the same night
the USF Dons dumped the Gales
69-49. St. Mary’s title hopes may
have been frustrated by the shellacking they took.
Because of the close resemblance in scores against CM.’ (the
(isles lost by 20 points, the Spartans by 22.) The coach was asked why the thuds were fan op-ed
in this contest.
McPherson surprisedly remarked, "The style of the St. Mary’s
club hurts us more than USF
though the Dons definitely have
the better personnel." He explained, "The Gaels have tremendous
team.
Dick Sigaty, the league’s leading scorer with a 20.2 average per
game, is of course the main net
ripper in the Gael attack. However. McPherson has just as much
respect for LeRoy Doss who potted 20 markers against SJS on his

home court. Sigaty got 18. Joe
Barry. Andy Sloan and Bobby
Dold also were instrumental in
that first meeting.
McPherson looks for a comeback performance from his squad
and pointed out the home court
advantage this time has wavered
to the Spartans.
Bob Larson, who has hit a
phenomenal 50 per cent of his
field goal attempts, may he the
one to match Sigaty in the net
wrinkling department.
Eddie
Diaz., the short sure shot, cannot be counted out either, as he
still leads the Spartans with 274
points in 19 games for a 14.4
average.
Gil Egeland’s 16 points against
the Gaels in their last encounter
and the rapid improvement of Ned
Fitzgerald’s swishing ability indicate that any of the Spartans
first five could be the high point
man.
McPherson would like nothing
better than to see a number of
his starters in the double figure
brackets at the same time.
Don Rye, sometime starter and
number six man, and Arney Lundquist reserve center, have missed
the last two contests because of
sprained ankles. Only Ludquist has
a slight possibility of seeing action
tonight.
The Frosh team will meet Ray’s
Barbershop in the preliminary at
6:15 p.m. The Barbership quintet
has a number of former SJS athletes on the squad.

"Cooking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ - Christian Church
790 SOUTH 12th STREET

CY 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICES -January 19
College age class at 9.45 Bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott.
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.

Subject: "Social Barriers"
8.30, 11.00 Duplicate Morning Worship Serwlces.
9.45 Bible School, classes for all egos.
5:30 D:scussion Groups for all ages.
630 Ever:10 Se,v,ce
Nursery Provided

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16
10:00 A.M.- Student Bible Class
Rev. George L. "Shorty" Collins, leader
5:47 P.M.- Supper and Meeting
Roger Williams Fellowship
"The World Day of Prayer" -Student Speakers
Church Services
9:00, 11:00 A.M. and 7:30 P.M.
Dr. Henry Cross ’ Pastor
Rnv George L "Shorty" Collins -Minister to Studitsts
Earl and Geneva Vaughan -Advisors

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO
San Jose, California

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN

ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister

"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar

Sprnq Serne%ter: Church HiAory
2nd and SAN ANTONIO

THE PINK BUILDING

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6.00
7:30

THOMAS G. SUTTON -Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

HEADLESS BOXER

Athletes
To Accept
59 Letters

.

A total of .-ift San Jose State
%limit)ix thletes will receive
awards for participation in four
different sports last fall, Director
of Athletics Kill Hubbard announced today.

By JOHN SALAMIDA
San Jose Stete’s rugged box- ,
ing team tuned up for its crucial
meeting with Idaho State Monday ,
by whipping the Camp Pendleton Marines, 8-2, Wednesday!
night in Spartan Gym.
The Spartan team captured four
of the bouts by knockouts in notching its fourth straight ictory
without a loss. Coach Julie Menendez’ well -drilled warriors have
turned back the University of Nevada and Cal Poly twice for their
other wins.

Football leads the list with 28
letters, followed by soccer with 14,
water polo 12, and cross country 5.
The award winners:
Football - Al Severino, Herb Boyer, Al Chapman, Sam Dawson,
Bob Dunivant, Stan Keith, Bob
Marcie’, Mary McKean, Jim Moore,
Nerve! Pollard, Jim Riley, Nick
Sanger, Bill Atkins, Fred Blanco,
Dan Colchico, John Colombero, Al
Conley, Ron Earl, Charles F:nnis,
Claude Gilbert. Mike Jones, Jim
Stewart, Stan Tallant, Dick Vermeil, Dick Volmer, Ron Woolverton, Ray Norton and Paul Webb.
Soccer --Robert Bergman, John
Rodriguez, Don Danielson, Bob
Filer, Dan Estrada, George Sanders, Dave Spainhower, Ken Spagnola, Armando Moreno, Ronald
Thompson, Bob Wallace. Gerhard
Wenzl, Werner Grosshans and Bob
Myers.

Spartan Boxers To Battle
Bengals; Smash Marines

San Jose State boxer Stu Kublne (left) mixes it up with Charles
Franklin of the Camp Pendleton Marines during their 14’t-jioiirid
lood in soartan Gym liettriestla, night. Franklin won on a decision. It ass Ruhine’s first loss of the season -photo by Doug Hill.

Water polo-Richard
Donner.
Dal Anderson, David Freidenrich,
Peter Ucherroth, Ronald Tuttle,
j
Roger McCandless, Bill Augenstein, Kenneth Cooper, Britton
Varsity football players and perFinley, Donald Delaney, Russell sons interested in becoming footMurphy and Herb Colt.
ball team managers are asked to
Cross Country-Wes Bond, Neal meet with grid coach Bob TitcheGrady, Sam Holt, Jerry Des Ro- nal next Monday at 3:30 in room
203 of the Men’s Gym.
ches, and Ken Napier.

Gridders Gather

world wire
(Continued from Page 1)
Explorer 11, successor to the present U.S. satellite.
.
.
.
New York state and city officials joined yesterday to put into
operation a "crash program" designed to end violence In the schools.
Staff investigators meanwhile arranged for further interviews
with school officials, teachers, parents, police and students to determine whether federal aid is needed by the city in combatting classroom terrorism.
In California, State Sen. Robert McCarthy( D. -San Francisco)
warned that California’s juvenile correctional instigations are so overcrowded that ’"it may soon be easier to get out of reform schdol than
to get in."
"Of all the discouraging aspects of the total crime picture, the
most disheartening of all is the great increase in juvenile delinquency
In our state," McCarthy said.
The Fresno State College bookstore was burglarized Wednesday
night by thieves who took from the office safe $12,000 in cash and
$9000 in checks.
An 11 -year-old Long Beach school boy now holds an option to
lease an acre of Imperial County land for his very own vacation spot
this year. Young Spencer Hathaway wrote Imperial County Cler’
Harry Free ipquiring about chances of using one of this area’s unused sand dunes for a vacation.
In a formal reply drawn in legal terms, Free said he would close
the deal for Hathaway’s acre of sand at a fairly reasonable pricetwo cents a year.

NATIONAL CHAMPS
SJS will have its hands full in
tackling the national champion Idaho State crew Monday night in
San Jose’s Civic Auditorium, Seven Bengal boxers cupped national
titles last seii3on. and Ike return
to action this season.
Idaho, mentored hy Dubby
!Jolt, Is also defending Pacific.
Coast intercollegiate 1.11:11111).
The Deng-ails invade silo Jose
Monday after tackling Cal Poly
Saturday night in San Imis
thistio.
n Spartan Itazt.ers in vain-

plaid

that

resists spotting
and shrinking!
New overbloused
jacket,
Pedal

10-16.

pushers,

10-18. each 7.95

FIRST at SANTA CLARA

Tafoya ’ribbed his third win
of the season in the Ills-lb. bout.
decisioning Pacifico Agulay. Vet.
cram Tafoya won all three rounds.
Spartan Nick Akana. sparkling
125-pounder. notched his third
11111111.1.01he TKO win in stopping
Ott.. liardinson with I:23 gone
In tlic second round. Hard-hitting Aleana connected with short
right hand smashes to the head
before referee Jim Nutt stopped
the bout.

Dave Nelson of the locals was
I awarded a win by forfeit in the
132 -lb division The win was Nel-

By CONRAD MUELLER
: Thompson Crass Country race.
University of Nevada’s Harry
Paced by swivel -hipped Harry
Jones and staunch -legged Rolf 1.:rickson won the race, running
Godon, Spartan skiers served no. the IS-mile course in 3 hours. 25
fice during the semester break , minutes. and 54 seconds. Erickson
that they will be one of the teams skied in the A -class, and was tied
to beat in the 1958 far west col_ ’ by B -class skier Oit. Quiberg of
’ Placerville. Godon took second
legiate ski competition.
Jones, doing some of the best place with a 3:44.51 time. Twentyskiing of his competitive career. five skiers entered.
The race started at Edelweiss
copped two C-class first places st
Heavenly Valley on Feb. 1-2. On and was skied one-third uphill,
the first day of competition, Jones one-third downhill, and one-third
Skiers were
whizzed down the Heavenly Valley over flat country.
"Gun Barrel" slope in 1:32.4 to hampered by up to three feet of
take an overall 13th place in the
Giant Slalom and a first in his
class; Bob Kesselring pulled in
with 1:38.0 to take the third Cclass spot and Dave Franceschini
grabbed 10th.
Scheduled to reveise their first
The next day, Jones took an ovreal test of the year, San Jose
erall 12th place in the slalom, and
State’s ski team started competia first in his class. Franceschini
tion today in the 19th annual Reno
moved up to grab third place and
Ski Bowl Winter Carnival sponKesselring sixth. Roger Crist,
sored by the University of Nevada.
Stanford skier skiing for the
The Spartan skiers will be up
’fourth
an
overall
Spartans, took
against the top teams in the West,
place and a first place in the Bincluding Nevada, Sierra JC, Moclass.
desto, U.C., Stanford, and a host
Final standing for the two-day of other big ski schools.
meet:
Rolf Option and Harry Jones
1st-Mammoth kilousfin No. 1-00.10 tire expected to lead the Spar 00.78
Valley No. I
2nd-Henly
14.64 tang. .According to Jones, at ,,3rd-Sugar Bowl
21.20 dents wishing to encourage the
41h-Alpine No. I
5th-San Jose State
28. 30,I team could stay at the Poliv
47"
64 -Alpine No 2
Yi Press in lien. "The Pony Es 76-Heayenly Valley No. 2
0087 Press offers a sery inespenske
8th-Carnber
108.05 lodging arrangement." Jones
9th-frob;yei
Last weekend at Heavenly
told The Spartan Daily.
Valley, Groton turned in a near
Skiers will compete in the downsuperhuman effort as he record- hill, slalom, giant slalom and cross.
ed the second hest time of the country. Competition will run until
day in the rugged Snow Shoe Sunday and conditions are reported as excellent -light powder snow
over three feet of heavy pack.

Winter Ski Carnival
To Start Today

Cliff Barrett, 6-1 jump shot specialist from San Jose’s Lick High
School, set four freshman basketball records last week when the
Spartan Frosh overwhelmed Washington High of Fremont, 74-36.
Topping Barrett’s record -smashing spree was a total point production of 40. He had 22 points in
the first half for another mark
and his 10 first half field goals
produced still another record. The
total of 17 field goals for the game
accounted for the fourth record.

Red or blue

CHU101G NAM WIN
Speedy Chung opened the program with a third round technical
knockout victory over Lester Denwitty at 112 pounds. Chung scored
heavily with rood combinations to
the body :cid head to record his
second strai,lit win without a loss.

Four Giant Players
Remain Unsigned
SAN HIANCISCO (UPI- -Only
four San Francisco Giants remained out of the fold today with the
receipt of signed contracts from
Shortstop Daryl Spencer, pitcher
Pete Burnside and rookie outfielder Willie Kirkland.
St ill unsigned were pitchers
Johnny Antonelli, Ramon Monzant
and Al Worthingtdn and infielder
Jim Finigan.
, Spencer. who hit .250 last season with 31 doubles and 11 homers, will be playing his fourth year
with the club while Burnside, a
southpaw, came to the Giants
from Minneapolis in mid-season
last year after posting a 10-5 record with the Millers. Kirkland has
been playing in the Dominican
Republic since getting out of the
Army in December.

Spartan Gymnasts
Open 1958 Season
In Three -Way Meet

The Spartan gymnastics team
will open its season this afternoon
in a three-way meet with Long
Beach State and Occidental at
Long Beach.
Saturday evening the team will
MOYe to UCLA and take pert in
the l’CLA Collegiate Ins itetianal.
Senior letterman Mickey Zas wk. having gone into last year’s
NCAA finals and placing eighth in
’swinging rings and tenth in the
rope climb, could he coach Bill
Gustafson’s strongest contender
oistalson In pr.’s ions meer
has held hopes for freshmen
Misr Deutsch suu,l Lonnie Uhrintellnell. While at JA/111111 1.k.k
High, Deutsch axis first In free
exercise and t hristenwn was sePOPO In all-ar
ii perfonnance
alien both competed in lite Northern t alit. IMO School tourney.
Other porsima:to are Johnny
Johnson, third in the 19157 PAAU
COOLIDGE CONNECTS
Sims had gone into the bout trampoline event, and Don Andwith 24 wins and only three losses. rade, who was second in :he mpe
Seventeen of the victories were climb in the 1956 l’AAU meet.
recorded by knockouts.
In the gouth Dakota Iladianils
Ed KMIVIIIIIrd rallied In the
fossil bird eggs have been found
final round to edge marine Tony
so perfectly petrified that scienIhiVilla In the 161-11.. battle. It
tists can measure the shell thickwas the first alit of the *WYMAN.
ness, and tell the yolk from the
for Houvard.
Fred Burson of San Jose was
stopped by Freedman Hardin in
the first round of their 178-11.
LEE ANN HALL
match. Burson reinjured his rut"
Under
New Management
in dropping the match.
Heavyweight Archie Milton unRoom & Board For Girls
loaded a hard right to the head to
117 N. SRI St.
CY 74074
bag a first round TKO win mei
George Reed of the visitors. It was
Milton’s third tiitimph without a
loss.
Register Now!

SIM’S third against no Looses and
one draw decision
sTROFD LANDS BOLO
Bolo-punching Vt’elvin Stroud
had lion Lattimore on defense
most of the way enroute to a triumph in the 139-lb. wrap Stroud
tallied with straight left jabs to
the head and his popular bolo
punch
Stu Ratline. 5.15 147.1sounder,
suffered his first loss of the season. being nipped by i’harlie
Franklin of the Camp Pendleton
squad
Jack Coolidge came up alth
his best effort of the season
with a second round knockout
viettul uer Othell Stills. C001 Mgr tagged Sims with a devastating right to the head to pocket the %tin with I:03 gone In
the necond canto.

ones-Godon Pace
partan Ski Team

Cliff Barrett Sets
Basketball Record

See Your Roos Rep:
Bill Moore
Bill Young
Sherry Robinson
Doug Miller

ing wins against the Marine club,
remained undefeated for the season and extended their win
Streaks. They are T C. Chung,
Bob Tigifoya. Nick Akana, Dave
Nelson and Archie Milton.
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fresh powder snow in addition to
actual snowfall at the time of the
race. Along the trail the skiers
stopped at various check stations
to eat lemon and orange slices and
drink tea. In addition, competitor’were required to take off theii
long, narrow skis each time they
crossed Highway 50.
The rare was run in honor of
John A. (snowshoe) Thompson.
Th
pson,
using
homemade
inches Willc
skies lo teet long.
and weighting Li poundri, carried
mail sacks weighing up to 80
pounds user the high Sierras for
12 years, starting in 11(56. Americans had never seen similar
Skis, and called them snowshoe*.
Following the jumping on Sunday. Godon was awarded the third
place combined trophy -for his efforts in the jumping and cross
country events.
Not to be overlooked was the
performance turned in by Spartan
Peder Anderson. gnderson, not only one of the smallest skiers in
California major competition, but
one of the smallest freshmen on
campus. ran his first cross country
race and turned in a respectable
5:18.27 time for a 14th place in
the B-class,
Anderson, although only a frosh,
is one of SJS’s two four-way skiers, running the slalom, downhill,
cross-country and jumping.
Two other local skiers entered,
with Cope and McPhetre’n Jerry
Price and Doug Fox turning in
Identical times of 4:20.27. Fox took
a 6th place in the A -class and
Price grabbed a 9th in the B-class.
Neither ex -Spartan has fully re
covered from their ordeal.

Clouds, Rain Tonight
Today’s skies will be ei
With rain likely by tonight
Santa Clara Valley. High tort
will be from 58-63 degr er
Southerly winds are expected
range from 8-16 miles per hot,.
INDIANAPOLIS (UP) --But
lars who broke into a safe at ti
West 10th Street Veterans lir.
pital here did not open an envelot.
marked "top secret."

BALLET
in the classic tradition

SAN JOSE
BALLET
SCHOOL
Graded Classes for Adults

WEST LAFAYETTE, (UPI
Sign on Southworth’s Book Soto
which recently was damaged when
a car crashed through the fruit,
window. "Purdue University’s oil
drive-in bookstore."
BEACON FAILS Conn., (UP ,
A homeowner, tired of dogs faging in his garbage can, pri :
locked the top. lie reported lat.
that canine made off with 1,
whole can.

Wana Williams
director

for information call

Anew miniature battery, abr.
the size of a paper clip, is said
deliver a steady flow of curt,
for 176,000 hour&
-

CY 7-6171
157 N. Fourth Street
San Jose

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Large 3 Rm, furnished apartment
Reasonable. 638 S. 5th St.
Rm. & Bd. for 1 girl in lovely Willow Glen home. Trans provided to
Male students. Double room. Twin
school. Call CY 3-6130.
beds. Single, priv. entrance. Quiet.
Room & Board or rm. with kitch. Kit. priv CY 5-7355. 62 N. 7th.
prim’. for 1 or 2 women, with ride
to and from campus, CY 4-7601. Nisei Male student. One furnished
room. 565 N. 5th. CY 5-5261.
irunt, Aso, 2 & 4._Quiet. Men. One
block to college, ta- each. Sat. & Furnished apartment- 452 S. 4th
Sun. CY 2-2152.
St. Apt No. 2. Secure key at Apt.
1 or telephone CY 4-5085 or AX 6..
Modem Apt. Half block from .I56.
school, $30 mo. 2 bdrm. 1 girl
needed. CY 4-4545.
TV RENTAL Service. Rent a TV.
Student rates. ES 7-2935 after 5
Bd. & Pvt. Room for girl in exchange for housework. CL 8-5593. p.m. - for male student. Kftchen
Room and Bd., $65. Meals $10. per Room
privileges. 405 S. 5th St.
week. 361 South 7th Street.
FOR KALE
Lovely Rooms. ’nein* and single
beds. Showers, kitchen, parking,
Model 1010-T, 10-inch Trig. Slide
mall service. 545 S. 4th St.
Rule. May be inspected. Room
Vacancy for I girl. Call Halls of TO119A.
Ivy. Phone CY 7-1814.
Model 600 and 620 speaker Ampex
Men - Two vacancies in tarnished tape recorder. Monoral 714 IPS.
apts. 301 S. 5th. $22.50. CY 7-1758. Cost $700 new. Sell $475. Call CL
- 1-2704.
Furnlithed rooms, 310-315 per mo
Kit. Male students. No drinking,
smoking. CY 3-3308.
WANTED
Lovely Room. 2 girls. Kit. priy. 2 girls to share large room and
Private entrance. $25 per mo. CY kitchen. Rates to week students.
12-5077.
3904 S 12th.

Ivy League
Is it ever Ivy! Why, Coke is the mosk
correct beverage you can possibly
order on campus. Just look around you.
What are the college social leaders
going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf
Out of their Ivy League book anti do t
same! Enjoy the good taste of Coke!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
lioniad antler tortivoriry of Ma CocoCola Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE
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Placement Office Announces
Interviews for June Grads
Si’ iiiora se...klutz ernpl-mem
after June graduation will have a
chance to talk with repiesentaUses of 23 firms on campus during the next two weeks. according
to the Placement Office
Engineering students will be
most sought after, with all 23 organizations indicating an interest
in this field.
Following is a list of firms,
day they will he on campus. and
fields in uhich they are particularly Interested. Interested stu-

Rushing Sign Ups
For Frats To End
Todas is the last cla. for men to
sign up for fraternity rushing. according to Al Corral, IFC socretar). The IFC booth, located in
the Outer Quad, will be open until 4 p.m. In case of rain the booth
will be in front of Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Rushees will meet Saturday at
9 a.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium for an orientation meeting.
Following this they will go directly
to fraternity open houses.

dent,,
appls at the Placement Office, Administration 234.

engineer, on Feb. 24 and administrators on Feb. 25; seises RoeCalifornia and Hawaiian Sugar, buck and Co., Feb. 24, accountFeb. 17. chemical and mechanical ing and any major interested In
engineers; California Packing management training; American
Corp.. Feb. 18, finance, accounting, Institute for Foreign Trad e,
sales and marketing: University of Feb. 24. majors in all fields.
California Radiation Labs., Feb. graduate Mud). toward B.A. or
18. industrial arts, engineer 5, 31.A, in foreign trade; City of
chemists, physicists, mathematic- Los Angeles. Bureau of Engiians; Norton Air Force Base, Feb. neering, Feb. 2.1 and 28, civil en19. mechanical and civil engineers. gineers.
Mare Island Naval Shipyard,
accountants. and math: Standard
Oil Co. of California. Feb. 19, en- Feb. 26, mechancial, electrical,
gineers, chemists. physicists and civil and architectural engineers;
math: Southern California Edison National Advisory Committee for
Co., Feb. 20, chemists and chemi- Aeronautics. Edwards and Mofcal engineers; U. S. Naval Air fett fields, Feb. 27, aeronautical,
Missile Test Cente r. Pt. Mugu. I electrical, mechanical, civil enFeb. 21. mechancial. electrical. I gineers and physicists; Shell Oil
electronic and aeronautical en- Co. and Chemical Corp., Feb. 27.
business administration and co>
ilICC IS and physicists.
nomics: General Electric Co.. Feb.
Radio Corp of America, Feb.
28. engineers, physics, math; Fi21. engineers, physicists, math; breboard Paper Products Corp.,
S. Bureau of Reclamation. 1Feb. 28, production engineering.
Feb. 21, civil, electrical and mechancial engineering. chemismechancial engineer s; I’. S. try; Ampex Corp., Feh. 28, elecNaval Electronics Lab., Feb. 21, trical, mechancial and industrial
mechancial, electrical, rieetroniengineers, accountants
cal, aeronautical engineers and
ni a t h; Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Co., Feb. 24 and 25,

World Directory
Now Available
In Placement Office

Buy ..
the lutinv. new,

A s’.; Id wide Summer Placement Directory is available in the
Placement Office. Administration
234.

CHAPPIE

The directory contains listings
of jobs in 20 foreign countries and
throughout the entire United
States.

Now at the . . .

Girl Scouts Librarians To Meet Here
Seek Helpers

The Science Auditorium will be assistant superintendent, educathe scene of an informal program tional services, Marin County
tamed from the SJS Placement for librarians tomorrow. They will Schools; Thomas A. Koskey,
Office in Administration 234, or gather here from all parts of San- author of Baited Bulletin Boards;
National News Bureau, Girl Scouts ta Clara County and beyond.
Mrs. Bea uel Santa, librarian,
of U.S.A., 820 Third Ave., New
The program will provide an op- James Lick High School; Mrs.
York 22, N.Y.
Women college students and portunity to share experiences and Winifred Samuels, librarian. Hergraduates, interested in an ex- mutual problems concerning school bert Hoover Junior High School;
pense-tree summer combining pro- libraries. Students of librarian- Mrs. Viola Hammer, district lifessional preparation with outdoor ship, teachers and administrators, brarian. Redwood
City Elemenliving, are needed by nearly 650 as well as in-service librarians will
tary Schools; Mrs. Gertrude Stacy,
Girl Scout councils throughout the be on hand as guests of the Delibrarian and audio-visual coordincountry, according to the Place- partment of Librarianship.
ator, Sunnyvale Elementary
ment Office.
The speakers who are scheduled Schools; and Mrs. Francis Ray,
Several openings are available
for students 21 years or older. to.address the institute of school visiting librarian, Palo Alto EleIncluded are jobs as unit leaders, librarians are Dr. Richard Folder. mentary Schools,
waterfront directors, program consultants, food supervisors, health
supervisors, business managers and
assistant camp directors.
Camp directors must he 25 years
or older.
Hundreds of counselors over 18
years of age are needed. Basic requirements are "good health, enthusiasm, patience, adaptability
and love of children." according to
the National Girls Scout Bureau.
Salaries vary with the assignExclusive Nfitoga, tailoring is
ment and the candidate’s previous
made to order for a young
experience,
and
qualifications
training. Depending on the length
man’s "build". Has plenty of
of camp season and location, launroom for action. Yet fits trimly
dry and travel expense may be included. A basic pre -camp training
because it tapers to follow your
session of about five days is procontours
from collar to cuff to
vided for all staff members.
waist. This Glen is a fine
Many schools allow field work
credit toward degrees in social
example. At your Arrow rework, sociology, education, science,
tailer’s, $5.00. Cluett, Peaphysical education and recreation
for Girl Scout camp jobs.
body & Co., Inc.
Camps are held for approximately 150.000 girls, 7-17.
Further information may be ob-

is Volumes and Guid
More Theo 10,500 Pages
0.er 20.000 Illuitret;ons
Ti,. Reference No Student
Should B. without.

George B. Miller
28 S. Cragmont
San Jose

Cl. 8-3595

Mitogafi tailoring

ARROT/17"

Music Educators
To Meet at SJS

first in fashion

San Jose State
Seniors and
Graduate
Students
Engineering
Business
Physical Science
Liberal Arts

Students Offered
Health Coverage
’
,
’

-

-7.

,r;,t.;

::"Z244

The Student Body gets another
crack at low cost group medical
insurance this semester under the
voluntary health plan offered by
CPS Blue Shield.
The plan, designed by the College Health Set-vice, the Santa
Clara County Medical Society and
California Physicians’ Service-Blue
Shield. is available at a price of
$12.60 per semester.
Benefits include protection
against medical expenses for accidents and illnesses beyond the
services offered by the college.
Coverage is also given for off-campus accidents and services during
vacations or other authorized absences. Additional information may
be obtained at the Student Business Affairs Office in Room 16 of
the Tower Building.
Applications for CPS Blue Shield
will not be accepted after Feb. 21.

Freshman Camp
Applications Open
Teamwork is an important factor at
General Petroleum and figures vitally
In all phases of its operation from
chemistry to merchandising.
That’s why in its far flung activities
General Petroleum uses college
trained men who like teamwork ...
Geologists for oil hunting, chemists and
engineers of all kinds for producing
and refining, business and liberal arts
majors for marketing and selling,
architectural engineers, accountants
ond snore because...
Practically every type of college

THE WORLD BOOK
ENCYCLOPEDIA

famous ARROW

Getting off to a fast start with

-

of II Yews, Rpresnts

Included are governmental positions, steamship needs, job on
dude ranches, travel tour agencies
abroad, work camps, service projects. methods of earning free
trips to Europe, national parks,
summer campe, theatres and resorts, study award all over the
world and others.

STANFORD
CHAPPARRAL

"zor.en,

Rot:rod Locel Teacher

For perfect fit...

Music educators from 12 Northern California counties are expected to visit the SJS campus tomorrow for a mid -winter conference of the Bay Section, California
Music Educators Assn.
A FIRST
Between 350 and 400 teachers
In College Humor
will attend the meeting which will
begin at 9:30 am, in the Concert
Hall. according to Dr. W. Gibson
It describes types of work avail- Walters, association president and
able, salary ranges and names and professor of music at SJS.
Panel discussions will be held
addresses of employers requesting
on topics of interest to music insummer employees.
structors including such subjects
as, "the effect that present emphasis on science and math will
have on music education in public
schools."
Two selections by the San Jose
Junior Symphony Orchestra, unTHE GENERAL PETROLEUM TEAM
der the direction of Robert Hare
will be heard before the conference breaks into special sessions.
World record speed runs like the 191.2 mph set by the
Among those to he introduced is
Roy Freeburg, president of the
Renault experimental gas turbine car at Bonneville depend
Western Music Conference. Dr.
on a combination of precision engineering, driving skill
Hartley D. Snyder, head of the
SJS Music Department, is conferand the expert fuel and lubricating knowledge of Mobil teams.
ence chairman.

Spartan Book Store

GEORGE B. MILLER

training is used at General Petroleum
where men with promise can make the
first team.
For information see your college
placement director.

Mobil
GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION
Hesc/quarters. L0,5 Angeles
f Socony Mobil,
a pioneer in peti-leum since 1866.

Far Western affiliai

Applications are now being
taken for Freshman Camp counselors. according to Freshman Camp
Director Pat Means.
Applications and appointments
for Interviews will be taken by
Darlene Harris in the Student
Union. Interviews will begin Monday at 2:30 p.m. in Education 49.

talk over your future

Monday, Tuesday
February 24-25
Ready for action. the Nike Hercules was created by
the successful team of U.S. Army Ordinance, Western Electric, Douglas Aircraft, and Hell Telephone
Laboratories.

Pacific Telephon e
retoterti

maxave

with the Bell System
.

Technical and non-technical graduates for
engineering and administrative positions
on the Pacific Coast.

Technical and non-techrlical graduates for
engineering and administrative positions
throughout the United States.

Seniors To Meet
Senim
.,,ttve will meet
this afternoon at 3.3(1 in Education
33. Location and hand for the
event will be decided at this meeting and all interested seniors Are
Invited to attend, according to
Wayne Lindsley. chairman.
Senior Class will meet Moncia)
at 3:30 p.m. in Education 53.

SIGN

UP

IN

ADVANCE

AT:

Placement Office

